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A. TRẮC NGHIỆM. ( 7 điểm) 

I. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the 

other three in PRONUNCIATION in each of the following questions. ( 0,5 pt) 

1. A. happy                 B. hobby                     C. husband                 D. honest 

2. A. weight                B. writer                      C. whale                      D. why  

II. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the 

position of primary STRESS in each of the following questions. ( 0,5 pt) 

1. A. television            B. competition          C. information             D. population 

2. A. explain                B. standard                 C. aware                      D. receive  

III. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. ( 4 pt) 

1. Peter: “How often do you go to school?” Harry: “_______________________” 

A. Every day except Sunday                          B. I go there early 

C. I don’t think so                                          D. I go there by bus 

2. A person who decides who has won a competition is called a(n)________________. 

A. referee                    B. judge                      C. investigator             D. witness 

3. Jack admitted ___________________the money. 

A. steal                        B. to steal                    C. stealing                   D. stolen 

4. My teacher told me ____________, she would leave for London to find a job. 

A. that if she were me                                     B. if that she were me         

C. that if she had been me                              D. that had she been me 



 

 

5. He congratulated the team _______________ all their games. 

A. to win                     B. winning                  C. for their winning    D. on having won 

6. Someone told us ___________________sit on the stairs. 

A. don’t                      B. not                          C. not to                      D. to not 

7. To participate ____________________the contest, you must be under 40 years old. 

A. in                            B. at                            C. for                           D. about 

8. How many ______________ are there in the competition? 

A. participate              B. participations          C. participative            D. participants 

9. It was really a boring weekend. I didn't do ________________ 

A. anything                 B. something               C. nothing                   D. everything 

10. If I were you, I _________________ an English course. 

A. take                                    B. would take             C. will take                  D. took 

11. _____________ his help, I wouldn’t have passed my driving test. 

A. If                            B. Thanks to                C. Because of              D. But for 

12. Mary: “I’ve got an interview for a job tomorrow.”                 

      Peter: “_________________.” 

A. Thank you              B. Same to me             C. See you                   D. Good luck 

13. __________________ all his homework, he went to bed. 

A. Having done          B. Done                       C. Being done             D. Do 

14. He wouldn’t have failed if he __________________ his father’s advice. 

A. takes               B. took               C. had taken                D. would take  

15. “Don’t forget to ring me” 

A. I advised David to ring me                                    B. I reminded David to ring me 



 

 

C. I offered to be rung                                                D. You promised to ring me 

16. I am interested in practicing English with ____________ speakers. 

A. native                     B. local                        C. foreign                    D. rich  

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to identify the underlined part that is not correct. (1pt) 

1. The film was so bored that many people walked out of the cinema just after a few 

                             A                                             B                C                                  

minutes watching it. 

                   D 

2. The purpose of the examination was to test the students' knowing of the subject. 

                A                                         B                                C                 D 

3. Her mother prevented Jane about going out that night. 

           A                                 B        C                 D 

4. Vietnamese women were official allowed to vote in 1945. 

                      A                    B          C              D  

V. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct word 

or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. ( 1 pt) 

      I am in favor of English-speaking contests in schools. Such contests encourage students to 

practice ______ (1) ______ English in their classes and help them improve their speaking skills. 

Besides, while preparing themselves for the contests, students have a chance to review their 

lessons thoroughly. Contests among classes provide _____ (2) ______ with opportunities to 

work with team spirit, thus enabling them to learn how to cooperate with other people. Some 

students may think that their _____ (3) _____ for the speaking contests are time-consuming. 

However, in my opinion, such preparations are worth spending time on. My classmates and I 

have found that we speak English better after each contest. In sum, English-speaking contests in 

schools are ______ (4) _____ to students. 

1. A. speaking             B. to speak                  C. speak                      D. being spoken 

2. A. students              B. participants             C. contestants             D. all are correct 

3. A. preparation         B. preparing                C. preparations            D. ready 



 

 

4. A. harmful               B. useful                      C. grateful                   D. awful  

B. TỰ LUẬN. (3 điểm) 

I. Put the correct form of the words in blankets in the following sentences. (1pt) 

1. The General Knowledge Quiz is an opportunity to test my general (know) 

__________________.  

2. Before Tet holiday, Vietnamese people are busy buying gifts, cleaning and decorating their 

houses and cooking (tradition) ____________________ foods.  

3. The thief admitted (steal)____________________ Mrs. Brown’s car.  

4. If I (be)_______________ in your position, I would apologize to her.  

II. Rewrite the sentences so that the meaning stays the same as the given ones. 

1. He didn’t pass the exam because he didn’t study hard. 

-> If he ______________________________________________. 

2. “ I will come to see you if I have time” the man said to her. 

-> The man said______________________________________.  

3. “Congratulations! You’ve won the scholarship” he said to me. 

-> He congratulated _____________________________________.  

4. She dislikes people asking her about her marriage. 

-> She dislikes ________________________________.       

  III. Complete the following sentences using pronouns: someone, somebody, something, 

anything, anybody, anyone, everyone,……( 0,5 pt) 

1. There is _________________ at the door. Can you come and see who it is?  

2. We couldn’t do ___________________ to help him because he didn’t want to listen to our 

advice.  

IV. Use words and phrases to make meaningful sentences. ( 0,5 pt) 

1. If he/ have/ car, / he/ drive/ work every day. 



 

 

-> __________________________________________.  

2. They/ warn/ us/ against/ swim/ this river. 

-> __________________________________________. 

 


